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Water Reporting – who cares?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a picture of water scarcity.

It’s actually a picture of  xxx dam about yy months ago, at its lowest level since (dam was built? Or more than a decade?), but it could be anywhere in this country. 

When water is scarce, information is vital.  Information about where the water is, how much there is, how much of it I can use and how long it will last.

How do we get that information?
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Presentation Notes
This is the image Tony showed earlier to illustrate xxx

It wasn’t too long ago that water information stores looked something like this.  These sorts of files were repeated in many, many offices across the country.

If you were a high tech organisation your water information might look like this……….
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But these systems were isolated and idiosyncratic.

It wasn’t too long ago that the way to get to this information was by:




Replace with photo 
of telephone
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Placing a special request with your friendly computer programmer if you were lucky enough to own the data and know the programmer, and then waiting for the printout
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Or you might have had to comb the shelves of a specialist library – hoping they had the relevant report and that the report contained the information you were seeking.
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More often than not you phoned a friend with some expertise, hoping that either had the information themselves or could direct you to someone who did.
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And when you managed to locate the information you were seeking, you were lucky if you knew anything about its provenance: how data in the report was obtained, what instruments were used to make the measurements, and how the data was harmonised for the purposes of the report.

For those of you unfamiliar with the instrument in the picture, this is a dethridge wheel.  A perfectly valid instrument for measuring the volume of water passing through it over a given period of time, if the mechanism hasn’t been compromised by having a brick or a frozen carp stopping it from rotating.



The good old days
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Those were the good old days

Slow access
Time consuming information gathering 
Distributed sources of information
Ad hoc, or make-do practices
Where most meta data either existed in somewhere distant from the data or in someone’s head 




Fast forward to the 21st century
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Fast forward to the present

Today Grace and I would like to tell you about the portfolio of integrated water information products available from the Bureau of which the Iphone app of water storages is one.

Key features of all are that they are:

National in reach if not coverage
Regularly produced
They are online and therefore accessible to anyone with internet access, and finding the relevant meta data is only a click away
They are standards-based: terminology, aggregation and data gap algorithms, reporting formats and therefore comparable across the nation
They are consistent with each other – so you spend less time explaining the vagaries of different reporting assumptions and more time focussing on the question at hand.





21st century water reporting
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These products are:  the water storage dashboard, the water markets widget, the national water account and water resource assessments.

The four products span a range of timescales.  From what happened yesterday to what happened several decades ago or across the full history of water measurement in this country.

And they aim to answer a range of the most commonly asked questions. 

[Pass to Grace]



Regular, nation-wide, water 
resource assessments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Louise mentioned reports which present a long term picture of Australia’s water resources.
AWRA 2010 updates earlier nation wide assessments. It intends to report on key sites each time the national assessment in conducted, highlighting patterns, trends and variability. 

Compared to the NWA, it is focused on placing the 09-10 years surface and ground water resources in context of the long term record. It does this through the use of:
Hydrometric statistics at key sites
discusses Patterns, trends and variability in water availability and use
Impacts of climatic conditions on water resources for 2009-10 and over the preceding 30 years, including seasonal effects
Short- to medium-term anomalies and trends in the hydrological characteristics of rivers and aquifers for selected monitoring sites
Water availability for, and use by, selected cities and irrigation areas. 

It largely uses maps, graphs and tables to present information on surface and groundwater resources across the country.
 
The National overview
 Provides assessment of climate and water flows and stores across Australian landscapes in 2009–10
 Examines important drivers of climatic conditions and their impact on rainfall and evapotranspiration over the year
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Major flood peaks in 2009–10



Changing irrigation water use



Evapotranspiration 2009-10
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Annual ET was ~1% above average across the region, but a tale a contrasts between the north and south



Water restrictions for Sydney
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Figure 4-22 shows the water restrictions in place in Sydney in recent years as a measure to reduce the demand on water supplies. When the accessible volume of Warragamba Reservoir was decreasing, mandatory water restrictions were introduced in Sydney from 1 November 1994. Mandatory water restrictions were lifted on 16 October 1996 (Sydney Water Corporation 2010) following improvements in water storage volumes following above average rainfall in 1995.
During 2002, Sydney experienced the effects of the onset of one of the worst periods of drought in recorded history. Surface water storage levels began to decline rapidly and, as a strategy to reduce water consumption, voluntary water restrictions were introduced in Sydney from 15 November 2002 (Sydney Water Corporation 2010). Despite this, the volume of water in Warragamba Reservoir continued to decrease under the ongoing drought conditions.

Figure 4-22. Urban water restriction levels in Sydney since 1989 shown against accessible water volume in Warragamba Reservoir

An overview of the restrictions and their date of introduction after 2002 are given by Sydney Water Corporation (2011e). With the total combined storage of Sydney’s reservoir network falling below 60 per cent of its capacity, Sydney Water introduced mandatory water restrictions level 1 at the beginning of October 2003. When Sydney’s total reservoir storage dropped below 50 per cent of capacity, mandatory water restrictions were elevated on 1 June 2004 to level 2. Water restrictions were elevated to level 3 on 1 June 2005 when the total reservoir storage dropped below 40 per cent of capacity.
Storage in Warragamba Reservoir reached the lowest level observed in recent years in 2007. This was followed by an improvement in the storage volume in response to above average rainfall in 2007. Level 3 water restrictions were eased on 21 June 2008 with the total combined reservoir storage volumes in Sydney reaching about 65 per cent. Combined reservoir storage volumes remained at around 60 per cent over the following 12 months and water restrictions were replaced by Water Wise Rules on 21 June 2009to encourage continued water saving.





World leading water accounting
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The 2010 Account spans:
The 09-10 FY period
8 regions (6 urban and 2 rural)
~16% of our land area
>70% of our population
~65% of our water use
>90% of our water trade




Leading edge





























Urban Water System 
Sydney, Illawarra and Blue Mountains



Urban Water System 
Sydney, Illawarra and Blue Mountains



Standards for water account 
reporting



Go online and explore

















The road ahead
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That’s what Gary can do now.

Can you imagine what we can do in the future

Reliable
Repeated 
Refined to user needs 
Integrated into other people’s products 
Integrated into other people’s decision making processes




Increasing value together
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Telling people about our products
Listening to user feedback
Evolving products over time 




Water Reporting – who cares?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a picture of water scarcity.

It’s actually a picture of  xxx dam about yy months ago, at its lowest level since (dam was built? Or more than a decade?), but it could be anywhere in this country. 
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Thank you…

www.bom.gov.au/water
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